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What are you going to do with your humanities degree?  

Youngsters enter the labour market" is a youth exchange project organized by the Chrześcijańska 

Służba Charytatywna (Poland), Evropské center mládeže Breclav (Czech Republic), Asociacija" 

Apkabink Europe "(Lithuania), Youth Venture Berlin (Germany), IG Slunce (Bulgaria) and Associazione 

culturale Eufemia (Italy).  

30 young people (5 people from each country including one leader) with humanities degree, 

recently graduated or still studying at the last year of university, will participate in this exchange. 

They will meet all together in Wisła (Poland) to analyze the problem of unemployment among 

youngsters with humanities degree, identify their needs, exchange experience and search for 

solutions, using non-formal education methods. We are planning to focus also on the development 

of soft skills and the importance of humanistic education. As a result of activities participants will 

prepare promotion videos connected with the main topic of project and a mini-report as a summary 

of their analysis. Report prepared by them can be use in the future as a basis to create a full trening 

programme to help youngsters with humanities degree enter the labour market. 

 

1. Preparatory visit (01-03.09.2017) (APV = Advance Planning Visit) 
A) Let's get to know each other! - a meeting of group and participant leaders, where each person will 

present himself, his organization, his experience, and accurately describe the resources he has; 

Group work, brainstorming; Resort in Wisla, I day visit 

B) Logistic part - we will see what the center offers and analyze all the technical aspects of the 

exchange, we will analyze the risk; Group work, brainstorming; Resort in Wisla; I day of the visit 

C) Meritorical part - We will re-examine the previously developed plan in terms of participants' needs 

and project objectives; Group work, brainstorming; Resort in Wisla, II day visit 

   

2. Youth Exchange (24.09-1.10.2017) - The whole program, and especially some points, to 

discuss 

A) Get to know each other! - ice-breaking and team-bulding workshops that build group dynamics 

using non-formal learning methods; Resort in Wisła I day. 

B) Youthpass - what it is - workshops on filling YP; Group work, brainstorming, self-reflection; Resort 

in Wisla I day and day VIII. 

C) Intercultural evening - an interactive presentation of national cultures prepared by each national 

group; Resort in Wisla; Day II 
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D) Urban game in the city of Wisła group work; Day II (to discuss whether we will do) 

E) Clash of culture - workshops on intercultural communication and learning from other cultures; 

Simulations, group work, games, brainstorming; Resort in Wisla, day III 

F) How does it look like in my country? - an interactive presentation on the situation of humanists in 

the labor market prepared by each group; Resort in Wisla; Day III 

G) What we need? What can we do? - open discussion about our needs and possible solutions, 

Resort in Wisła, day IV 

H) Solving conflicts - workshops on conflict management and non-violent communication using non-

formal education methods, center in Wisła, day IV (to discuss whether we will do) 

I) Lets disscus it! - workshops on constructive arguments and debate; Simulation, brainstorming, 

activation methods; Resort in Wisla, day V 

J) Humanities degree vs Technican degree - who made better decission? - Oxfordshire debate, Wisła 

center, day V 

K) European tools - practical workshops on the EU tool to help find a job, center in Wisła, Day VI 

L) Creativity, innovation! How to develop this attitudes? - workshops using non-formal education 

methods that develop creativity and innovativeness, Resort in Wisła, Day VI 

M) Feel like a movie star - workshops on preparing short promotional videos, how to build a script, 

technical aspects of video processing completed use of knowledge in practice while preparing your 

own film related to the project theme (group work), Resort in Wisła, day VII (to discuss whether we 

will do) 

N) This is a sum up - ideas for future - session devoted to the preparation of a mini-report 

summarizing the exchange; Group work, brainstorming; Resort in Wisla, day VIII 

O) Evaluation - project evaluation using activation methods, game, brainstorming, association, center 

in Wisla, day VIII 


